The mysterious pericope (ALAND, s. 269) is doubted by some 1) and rejected by others 2), on the footing that the influence of Old Testament prophecy is demonstrably so great that little or nothing of the factual background can be recovered.
Even those who are not ready to reject it must recognise that it is full of difficulties (especially in the Matthaean version) to which no solution has yet been forthcoming.
The latest short and at the same time comprehensive treatment 3) leaves it an open question whether Jesus really did send for a colt in the manner described;
and no commentator finds a criterion whereby to determine whether Jesus deliberately worked out, or mimed, as it were, the prophecy in Zech. ix 9 ; or whether things fell out, by coincidence, so as to appear, on later reflection, to have fulfilled the prophet's words 4). bearing in our own minds, as we must, that the episode of the Cleansing of the Temple, which is a companion piece to this periscope, has been identified as a practical application, a kind of midrash in action, of Zech. xiv 2, 4). In this article our account of the factual 
